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Abstract--The integer and mixed cubic algorithms are proposed for full global solution of integer 
and mixed optimization problems. The paper presents further development ofthe ideas in [1-4]. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the problem of finding the value 
s o = min f (z ) ,  C' C R n, zj = integers, j = 1, . . .  n 
~E~ 
(1) 
and the set of all integer global minimizers 
K ° = {x • C'lf(x) = s °, xj = integers (j = 1, . . .  , n)}, (2) 
where z is an n-vector with integer coordinates zj ,  j = 1 , . . . ,  n (an integer n-vector); C is a 
closed axes oriented cube with the edge e > 1 and a peak at the origin; f ( z )  is a single-valued 
computable procedure defined on integer points (vectors) z E C'. Such a procedure will be called 
an integer function. 
It is clear that every integer function defined on a bounded set (i.e., on some or all integer 
points of its circumscribed cube C) satisfies the condition: 
If(x) - f(x')[  < EI[x - z'l] , E = const > 0, x ,x '  E C', integer points (3) 
where II • I[ is the Euclidean norm. Indeed, since the number of integer points in C' is finite, one 
can take 
E= max I f (x ) - - f ( z ' ) l  x' x,~'~ ii z -  z, ii , z, - integer points. (4) 
Condition (3) resembles the well-known Lipschitz condition. However, the function f (z)  of (1_), 
if defined at noninteger points of C', is not supposed to be continuous not even bounded over C. 
The class of functions whose values at integer points satisfy condition (3) is much larger than 
Lipschitzian functions. For example, the non-Lipschitzian function f ( z )  = V /~ satisfies (3) over 
the real line with E - 1; the function f(x) = tan z satisfies (3) over any finite interval, despite 
having infinite discontinuities at z - ~rk/2, k = -t-1, +3, . . . .  
For a Lipschitzian function, it is clear that E _< L where L is a Lipschitzian constant. If a 
function f ( z )  is continuous and piecewise smooth on C', i.e., its corresponding surface has one 
or more nonvertical tangent planes at every point of C, then its minimal Lipschitz constant 
L equals to the maximum slope of those planes. If the maximum slope is attained not at an 
integer point, then E < L. That is why it is expedient to consider integer functions (procedures) 
or integer restrictions of usual functions (e.g., given by a formula) for which condition (3) is 
satisfied automatically. 
The cubic algorithm as presented in [1] or [3] requires major modifications in order to solve 
the problem (1)-(2). 
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2. INTEGER GRID GENERATOR 
Recall the construction of a translated grid generator as described in [3]. Take a point z0 E C, 
an integer N >__ 2, and partition C" into N"  equal subcubes C'~, such that 
N"  n c]  = i # j, and = (5)  
Here C denotes the interior of C. 
After partition, the point x0 E C will be located in one (or more, if x0 happens to be on a 
common boundary) of C~. In any case, we assign z0 to just one of C~, say, to C~o and we call z0 
the representative (or the grid point) of C~0" Apply parallel translation of C~o to make it coincide, 
turn by turn, with each C~, i = 1,.. .  ,N  n, i ¢ i0. Then, xo E C~o will define the representative 
xl E C~. This rule defines the translated grid generator and the collection of x~, i = 1 . . . . .  N",  
with z~0 = z0, yields the grid for any particular choice of x0 E C. 
Numerical realization of such a generator is very simple (see [4]). However, even ifxo is integer, 
the translated grid generator, in general, does not deliver integer grid points. 
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the square in R 2 given by the points (0,0), (0,3), (3,3), (3,0) and take 
x0 = (0,0), N = 3. There are 16 integer points and the translated grid generator delivers 9 of 
them with coordinates given by the integers 0, 1, 2 at the first iteration. Seven other integer 
points (0, 3), (1,3), (2, 3), (3, 3), (3,2), (3, 1), (3,0) are never obtained. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let N -- 2 inthe preceding example. Then the translated grid generator starting 
at x0 = (0, 0) does not deliver integer points at all. 
Denote by [z] < z the integer part of z, by (z} >_ 0 the fractional part of z, so that 
z = [z] + {z}, [z] < z, {z} > 0. (6) 
For example, if z = 1.3, then [z] = 1, {z} = 0.3; if z = -1.2, then [z] = -2 ,  {z} = 0.8. 
Consider the points x~, i = 1,.. .  , N'*, delivered by the translated grid generator starting at 
1 1 is not an any, not necessarily integer x0 E C. In general, the points x i are not integer. If x i 
integer point, then we consider the unit cube G ° with integer peaks containing x~ inside or on 
its boundary. All 2'* integer peaks of ~o can be easily calculated, given the coordinates x~l/, 
j = 1,. . .  , n, of the grid point x~. Indeed, one can form two integer rows 
1 1 [xd] ,[xij ]+1,  j= l ,2 , . . . ,n  (7) 
and take one integer from each column in the same order as they stand in (7). 
For example, if in R 3 we have zl = (2.3, 5.6, 1.1), then the rows (7) are (2,5, 1) and (3,6, 2), 
so that integer peaks of G ° are the following: 
(2,5,1), (2,5,2), (2,6,1), (2,6,2) 
(3, 5, 1), (3, 5, 2), (3, 6, 1), (3, 6, 2) 
Since the cubes C~ and ~o are both axes oriented (thus, with parallel edges) and have a common 
point x}, so either one of integer peaks of ~o belongs also to C~ (which is the case if the edge 
cl > 1) or the subcube ~/1 does not have integer points at all. In the first case we replace the 
1 grid point z i by that integer peak of ~ and call it the integer representative of C~, notation 
^ 1 1 x~ E C i • In the second case we discard C i from further iterations. 
It is clear that in this process repeated for i = 1,2, . . .  ,N  n, every subcube C~ will either 
be assigned an integer representative ~ or discarded from further iterations. Such procedure 
represents the integer grid generator. It contains as its integral part an exclusion operator to 
discard every subcube not containing integer points. 
REMARK 2.1. The above procedure mploys unhtorm partitions and delivers at each iteration an 
integer grid that is not uniform. This, however, is of no importance for the action of the cubic 
algorithm; see [1, p. 639, Remark 3]. 
REMARK 2.2. One can see that the situation in Example 1 cannot happen. If there are no 
deletions by the functional in (1), then the integer grid generator eventually delivers all integer 
points in C. In order not to compute f(x) at all those points, a deletion operator is employed 
(see the sequel) to discard all subcubes not containing integer global minimizers. 
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3. INTEGER PARTITION GENERATOR 
In earlier works [1-4], we employed trivial uniform partitions produced by the N-section of 
a cube (N ~ 2). Such partitions are good for continuous optimization problems (which have 
unlimited divisibility property). For totally or partially discrete problems, nonuniform partitions 
may prove more effective and economical. 
Given the (always known) bounds on variables, 
0_~ zj ~ bj, j - -  1,... ,n, (8) 
consider the closed axes oriented cube C with a peak at the origin and the edge 
c = max bj + 1. (9) 
x<j<n 
Since all bj are integers, so the length c of the edge is also an integer; thus, all peaks of C are  
integer points. Such cubes will be called integer cubes. In this section, only integer cubes are  
considered, without further special mention. 
REMARK 3.1. The cube C obviously contains redundant integer points excluded by (8). To avoid 
such redundancy, one can consider the "integer parallelepiped" with the edges bj, which contains 
only adndssible integer points. For simplicity, we consider here the cube C, and its inadndssible 
integer points can be easily discarded by (8). 
Take an integer N1,2 < N1 _< c, and divide c in N1 pieces with a remainder: 
C=Nlc l+d l ,  0 < dl < Cl; c l ,d l - integers.  (10) 
The number N1 defines an integer parallel partition of C that will be uniform if dl - 0 and 
nonuniform otherwise. This partition can be performed in different ways. Since inadmissible 
points of C appear beside the outer (with respect o the origin) boundary of C', it is expedient 
to begin principal partition into Cl-CUbes from the origin, leaving smaller partition into dl-cubes, 
if any, at the outer boundary. Of course, two kinds of partition produce two different deletion 
constants (see the sequel). 
This method of integer parallel partition will be called integer partition generator. 
Let z0 = (0,...  , 0) be the representative of C. Then this z0 is also the grid point of the ct-cube 
adjacent o the origin and the grid points in all other cl-cubes can be obtained by translations as 
described above. The grid points in smaller all-cubes are obtained by positional symmetry with 
respect o z0 (e.g., in R ~ at the bottom left corner of each square). By the way, consideration of 
positional symmetry ields the grid in more general "rectangular" partitions. By construction, 
such grids contain only integer points and one can start, clearly, at any integer point z0, not just 
at the origin. 
Such rules of defining representatives by positional symmetry will be called positional grid 
generators that may be integer, as above, or not. 
Assigning grid points by translation and positional symmetry may lead to a situation as in 
Example 1. Such a situation can be avoided by enlarging the initial cube C as provided by (9), 
that is, at a cost of some redundancy. 
If N1 = c, then ct = 1, dl = 0, and we have trivial partition of C into unit subcubes. Such 
partition is equivalent to total enumeration of all integer points. 
If ci _> 2, then we continue the process, dividing by N2,2 _< N2 < cl, to obtain 
Cl = N2c2 + d2, 0 <_ d2 < c2; c2, d2 - integers. (11) 
At some step we have cm = 1 meaning enumeration of all remaining integer points, and the 
process terminates. The advantage of successive partitions is in the intermediate deletions of 
larger subcubes not containing integer global minimizers (see the sequel), so that many integer 
points are discarded without function evaluation. 
CAIqWA 21:617-0 
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4. INTEGER CUBIC  ALGORITHM WITH UNIFORM PARTIT IONS 
In view of possible applications to multicriteria optimization problems (nonscalarized), it is 
expedient to also determine, together with the set K ° (see equation 2), the set of r}-optirnal 
integer global minimizers (cf. [2,3]): 
K n = {z • Cls ° <_ f(z) <_ s ° + r/, r/> 0 given, zj = integers (j = 1,... ,n)}. (12) 
With uniform partitions we can apply the uniform deletion constants (cf. [1]): 
Acv  
rm =Ad(Cm)= gm,  m= 1,2,... ,m*; Vi. (13) 
Here A _> E (see equation 3), d(C~) is diameter of the subcubes Cm as in [1-3], m* is the index of 
the last iteration, and partitions are exactly the same as in the (continuous) cubic algorithm [1]. 
To facilitate comparisons, we use the same notations and follow the same lines as in [1-4]; 
however, we present an improved numerical procedure (see [4] and compare with [1-3]). 
Take as representative of the initial cube C any integer point z0 • C (for example, the origin 
x0 = 0). Take an integer N > 2, partition C into N" subcubes C~ 1as in (5), and apply the integer 
grid generator, Section 2, to obtain integer grid points z~ • C~ for every subcube C~ containing 
integer points. If the edge cx = c/N of subcubes ~1 is equal or greater than one, then every 
C~ will contain integer points. Otherwise, if cx < 1, certain Ci t may not contain integer points; 
such C~ are discarded. Note that it is not necessary to check every ~t; a simple distinction 
procedure and corresponding exclusion operator are incorporated into the integer grid generator 
as described in Section 2. 
Denote by K0 the set of all integer points of C. 
ITERATION 1. Let I0 C {1,... , N'*} be the set of those indices for which C~ has an integer grid 
point z~ 1. Compute all f(x~), i • I0, and calculate the first comparison constant 
81 = min f(z~). (14) 
iE Io 
Delete all C~ for which 
f (z  1) -- sl  > rx. (15) 
Define the new index set 
Ix = {i • Iolf(xt) - sx <_ ,i}, (16) 
which corresponds to remaining subcubes C}, i • 11. Integer points of those subcubes constitute 
the finite set: 
/~I = {X • Kolx • i • Ii} (17) 
FURTHER ITERATIONS. Partition each ~1, i • I1, in the same way as C. Apply again the integer 
grid generator to each C~, i • /t, to discard subcubes C~ C C~, i • Ix, not containing integer 
points, and to generate new integer grid points x~ in remaining subcubes C~. Rearrange the 
1 Ix, index set of remaining C12 and denote it by I~. Repeat Iteration 1 replacing I0, x i, Sl, rl, 
K0, Kx in (14)-(17) by I~, Zl 2, s2, r2, 12, KI, K2, then by I~, z 3, s3, rz,/3, K2, K3, etc. In this 
process one comes to two finite monotonic sequences: 
81 ~> 8 2 ~ . . .  ~> 8m- , 
K0 _D K1 _D K2 D. . .  _D Kin.. 
The index m ° is determined by the condition 
(18) 
(19) 
which means that, as we get c,~ < 1, the subcubes C~ contain not more than one integer point, 
so that the grid {z~} represents the total enumeration of all remaining integer points. Since 
c 
< I, c > I, (2o) Cm -" Nm 
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deletion operator (15) does not eliminate global minimizers [1], this proves (due to equation 14) 
that 
s o = sm.. (21) 
ARer deletions by (15) and in view of (16), (17), we have also the inclusion 
g ° c_ g,,.. (22) 
The condition (20) yields the index 
m* -- [log N C] "~ I, C >_ 1. (23) 
FINAL ITERATION. From (13), (20), (23) we get 
= Ac, . < (24) 
so that we have from (16)-(17), (21), 
Kin- = {x E Ko]s ° <_ f(=) _< a ° + r~. < s o + Av~}. (25) 
If cm happens to be cloee to one, then the bounds in (25) may be rough for large n. However, 
all points z~* E Kin- are known; hence, we can simply delete all z~ n" for which 
f(x~') > s ° (20) 
to obtain K ° of (2). 
In order to determine K s of (12), we have to delete all z~ n" for which 
l (x~") > s o + 7, ~ > 0 given. (27) 
REMARK 4.1. It iS only the set Kra. in (19) that iS deterrmned by the algorithm. All intermediate 
sets Km,O <_ m < m*, are unknown and contain many integer points where the function f ( z )  is 
not calculated. ThiS represents a major advantage of the algorithm. 
5. INTEGER CUBIC ALGORITHM WITH INTEGER PARTITIONS 
Integer partitions are, in general, not uniform, so that one cannot use in such a case the 
uniform deletion constants given by (13). Instead, the following relation adjusted to the size of 
the subcubes ~ should be used: 
rT' = Ad(C~)  = Ac7~.4"~, m = 1, 2 , . . . ,  m' .  (28) 
Here c~ is the length of the edge of the subcube C~* that may vary with m and with i. For 
example, with two kinds of subcubes given by (10), we have two different deletion constants: 
r l  ---- Aq x/~, r2 = Adz x/~, (29) 
whereby rz should be used in deletion operator to check and discard the q-subcubes and r2 
should be used with respect o drsubcubes. 
With integer partitions, one may also need variable partition constants Ni >_ 2 to use in (10) 
at different steps. This does not complicate the numerical procedure. 
Sometimes, instead of one universal constant E in (3), several better constants Ei _< E may 
be available for different subcubes C'~i. In this case we can replace A by Ei in (28), yielding 
adaptive integer cubic algorithm (cf. [4, Ch. 5]). 
Furthermore, if we have rectangular constraints (8), then there are two possibilities. To avoid 
redundant integer points, one may wish to work with integer parallelepiped as mentioned in 
Remark 3.1. Otherwise, a circumscribed cube C" with the edge given by (9) can be introduced. 
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In this case, however, the cube C will contain inadmissible integer points and, instead of (14), 
we have to use the marginal comparison constant generator, as described in [4,5]. 
With all these modifications, we obtain the following procedure. 
ITERATION 1. Take as representative of C' any integer point z0 • C' (if possible, take an admissi- 
ble one). Take a partition constant Nt >_ 2 and partition C into a collection of smaller subcubes 
C~ as described in Section 3. Apply the positional integer grid generator to assign an integer 
grid point z~ to each C~. Calculate by (28) deletion constants r~ corresponding to each C~. 
Let Io = {i} be the set of indices after the first partition. Compute all f (z l ) ,  i • 10, at points 
t where the cost function f is defined (it may be undefined at inadmissible points). Check x i 
feasibility by (8) and let Jo C_ I0 be the set of indices of admissible points. If ,To ¢ 0 (nonempty), 
then calculate the first comparison constant: 
st = min f(t~).  (30) 
iE Jo  
This is the marginal comparison constant generator similar to one introduced in [5]. 
Delete all ~/1 for which 
f(x ) - st > (31) 
This is an adaptive deletion operator which does not eliminate global minimizers. 
Define the new index set 
It = {i • Iol/(x, ~) - s~ < r~}, (32) 
which corresponds to remaining subcubes ~/1, i • It. Integer points of those subcubes constitute 
the finite set 
g l  = {x • g0[z • ~t ,  i • /1} ,  (33) 
which is unknown and may contain inadmissible integer points. Note that if J0 = O (empty), 
then st is undefined and there are no deletions. 
FURTHER ITERATIONS. Take another partition constant N2 > 2 and partition each ~/1 again into 
a collection of smaller subcubes as described in Section 3. Apply the positional grid generator to 
assign an integer grid point to each of smaller subcubes. Rearrange the index set to accommodate 
a greater number of smaller subcubes C/~; denote this index set by I[.  Repeat Iteration 1 working 
with grid points z~ • ~/2 and making the relevant replacements of sets and constants. In this 
process we come to two finite monotonic sequences: 
S l  ~> S2 ~> . -  • ___~ Sin*, (34) 
K0 D K1 _D K~ D ... D Kin*. (35) 
In contrast with (18)-(19), several first comparison constants in (34) may be missing (if cor- 
responding rid points are all infeasible). The index m ° cannot be evaluated by a formula; it is 
determined by the fact that all final subcubes are unit cubes with the edge c~* = 1, Vi. It is 
clear that 
s o = sin., K ° C K,n*. (36) 
The sets Kin,0 < m < m °, are unknown; however, the final set Kin- is given by the algorithm 
although it may contain inadmissible integer points. 
FINAL ITERATION. Check all points z E Krn- by (8) and discard infeasible points. To determine 
K °, delete all feasible points x E K,n. for which f (z )  > s °. To obtain K~ of (12), delete all 
feasible points z • Kin. for which f(x)  > s o + ~/. 
REMARK 5.1. I[~ iS greater than some o[ry,  then some points o[ K, ,  may be deleted by (31) 
at preceding iterations. A simple adjustment to the procedure can take care o[ this case. 
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6. THE MIXED CUBIC ALGORITHM 
The formulation of a mixed optimization problem differs from (1)-(2) in that not all coordinates 
xj are integers but rather some of them: 
z j= in teger ,  j= l , . . . , k ,  l<k<n.  (37) 
In general, one cannot split the vector z E R n into the integer subvector z ~ E R t and continuous 
subvector x" E R n-~ and consider separately the integer and continuous optimization problems of 
smaller dimensions (though for certain class of cost functions it is possible, in which case one can 
apply the integer cubic algorithm in R k and ordinary cubic algorithm [1] in /~-k  independently). 
Note that the use of condition (3) for a mixed problem would be incorrect, and the use of the 
Lipschitz condition (i.e., (3) with L in place of E) would be too restrictive. Indeed, consider 
the classification of mixed optimization problems by .the number of integer coordinates k = 
0, 1, 2, . . .  , n, where k = 0 corresponds to continuous problems and k = n to integer problems 
(for simplicity we sometimes assume that integer coordinates are the first/: coordinates). Within 
each class/c we consider the functions atisfying condition (3) with appropriate constant Ek. If 
for a fixed function and each k = 0,1, . . .  ,n, we take the smallest Ek (which exist under mild 
restrictions), then the following inequality is evident: 
L = E0 > E1 >_ .. .  >_ E~ > Ek+l >_ . . .  > E ,  = E. (38) 
Here E0 = L is the usual Lipschitz constant, En = E is the constant standing in (3), and all E~ 
are considered for the same cube C' C R n. For example, if f (x) = In z, then on [a, oo), a >_ 1 
integer, we have E0 = L = 1/a, El -" E = ln(a + 1) - lna < 1/a and for a = 1 this yields 
E0 = 1, E1 = 0.6932 < 1. 
Let us call the functions of the class k, satisfying (3), the Ek-functions. Then Lipschitzian 
function is an Ek-function for all k = 0, 1, . . .  ,n, and the order of magnitude of its constants is 
given by (38). The function tan(x1 + x~ + x3) is an Ea-function over every finite cube (~ C R a, 
but it is neither E2, nor El, nor E0-function (E0-function is a Lip-function). The function 
zl + tan(x~ + x3) is E2-function, and not El- nor Lip-function. The function xl + x2 + ~ is 
El-function with E1 -- v/3 over the whole R 3, but it is not a Lip-function. Clearly, an E,-function 
is also an E~-function for all k = s, s+ 1,. . .  ,n. 
We present here a modification of the cubic algorithm based on uniform partitions in /~  for 
global optimization of Et-functions. 
Take as representative of the initial cube (~ any point z0 E C' with first k integer coordinates 
(e.g., the origin x0 = 0). Take an integer N _> 2, partition (~ into N '~ subcubes C~ as in (5) 
and apply the translated grid generator with subsequent partial integer adjustment in R k. This 
integer adjustment concerns only first k coordinates and works in the same way as the integer 
grid generator, Section 2, with unit cubes C-~i, projected onto R k. To obtain such projections 
(subcubes in Rk), one can simply replace n by k in (7) and use the same procedure with exclusion 
of subcubes C'~ not containing points with first/c integer coordinates. This rule defines the mixed 
grid generator. 
Denote by/ (0  the set of all points z E C' with first k integer coordinates. 
ITERATION 1. Let I0 C_ (1, . . .  ,N  n} be the set of those indices for which C'~ has a grid point z~ 
with first k integer coordinates. Compute all f(x~), i E I0, and calculate the first comparison 
constant sl by (14). Apply deletion operator (15) with ~1 calculated by (13) with A >_ Et (E  <_ 
Ek _< L) and delete all C'~ for which (15) holds. Remaining subcubes correspond to the index 
set 11 defined by (16) with sl, rl in place of sl, rl. Subsets of those subcubes containing points 
with first k integer coordinates constitute the compact set: 
/~1 = {x E/~o[x E ~/1, i E I1;xj = integer, j = 1, .. .  ,k}. (39) 
REMARK 6.1. It iS worth noting that 81, rl, II, KI are different from those in the cubic algo- 
rithm [1] and those in the integer cubic algorithm (Sections 4, 5). For example, in R s the set KI 
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in [i] is a quasi-cubic set (a cubist sculpture); the set K~ in (17) is a collection of isolated points 
(an atom/c structure); the set Kx in (39) is a finite collection of square sheets (horizontal, f izz  
is integer), i l k  = 1, or a finite collection of vertical rods, i f  h = 2 and zl ,z2 are integers. We 
see that a modern sculpture composed of rectangular objects and "po/nts" (small balls) can be 
regarded as a set, produced by the m/xed cubic algorithm acting on appropriate gt-functions, 
k = O, 1, 2, 3. 
FURTHER ITERATIONS. Partition each ~/x, i ~/i, in the same way as C. Apply again the mixed 
grid generator to each C/x, i =/i; discard all infeasible subcubes C~ C ~x C/~x (i.e., subcubes 
not containing points with first k integer coordinates); and generate mixed grid points z~ in 
remaining subcubes ~/2. Rearrange the index set of remaining C~ and denote it by I~. Repeat 
Iteration 1 replacing I0, z~, Sl, rl ,  11, /~0, I~1 by I~, x~, ~,  F~,/2,/~t,  /~'2, then by I~, z 3, is, 
rs, I s , / (~ , / fo ,  etc. In this process one comes to two monotonic sequences: 
~1 _> i2 >_ . . .  > s,~ > . . .  
R0 _~ R1 _~ R~ _z . . .  _~ R~ _z . . . .  
(40) 
(41) 
CONVERGENCE THEOREM. 
lim im= 9 ° = " m--oo xn~ f(x), xj = integer, j -- 1,..., k (42) 
m--.oolim/~m = Nm=oKmOO - = /~o = {z E C'lf(x) = s -°, zj = integer, j = 1, . . .  , k) (43) 
PROOF. (a) Existence and nature of the limit in R. 
Since C' is closed and bounded in/i~,/~'0 is compact as a finite union of compact sets obtained 
by fixing all possible combinations of first h integer coordinates and considering projections of 
C onto subspace/P~-t corresponding to continuous portion of the vector z E R '~ (compare with 
sheets or rods in R s in Remark 6.1). This subspace we shah briefly call "continuous," in contrast 
to "integer" subspace Rt. The Ek-function f (z)  is Lipschitz continuous over C"NR n - t  (i.e., after 
fixing zj, j = 1,. . .  , t )  and since the projection ¢PN]P ~-k is compact, so, for each (z l , . . .  ,zk) 
fixed, it attains its minimum over corresponding subset of/~0. The number of such subsets is 
finite; thus, the minimum of those minima exists and is identical to the minimum in (42) by 
definition of/~0. Hence, 
9 ° = mi_n f(x) ,  /~'0 C C. (44) 
~EKo 
(Note that min f ( z )  over a compact cube C' may not exist since an Ek-function f ( z )  may be 
discontinuous and even unbounded over C'). Due to (44), a monotonic sequence (40) bounded 
below by s -° tends to a limit i _> s -°. 
The set K0 being compact, there is a point z ° E Ko such that f ( z  °) = 9 ° and a point ~ E/~'0 
such that f(~) = i. Since Fm -'* 0 as m -+ oo, if ~ > s -°, the points ~ would be deleted at some 
stage, if at least one global minimizer z ° remains in the process indefinitely, i.e., if z ° E /-fro 
for all m = 0, 1, . . . .  In this case, we would have l imm_~ am < 9, contrary to its definition: 
i = limm-oo Sin. Thus, to prove (42), i -- s -°, we have to show that z ° E/~m, Vm. 
(b) Nonelimination of a global minimizer z°. 
The exclusion operator incorporated in the mixed grid generator does not eliminate feasible 
points. The mixed grid generator guarantees that every z~ will remain in the iteration process 
until deleted with its corresponding subcuhe ~ by the deletion operator. The set ~//f3/~0 is 
compact as the intersection of a closed cube C~ and compact set/f0;  hence, we can write 
max f(z)  - min f(x) < A max IIx- x'[I < Ad(C~i) =Fm (45) 
zEC~"nRo ~EC~'nRo -- x,z'EC~"nRo -- 
which implies 
f(x~) -- arn > F,n ~ max f(x) -- min f(x) ~ f(x'~) -- mJn f(x) (46) 
zE~?nRo ~E ~nS~o ~E~nRo 
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so that 
~,n < min f(x) (47) 
xEd~nRo 
for every subcube C~ deleted by the deletion operator [first inequality of (4~, compare with 
(15)]. Thus, the deletion operator cannot eliminate global minimizers x ° E K °, which proves 
(42) and the inclusion/~0 C/~ra for all m = 0, 1,..., that is,/~0 C_ N~=o/~ra. 
(c) Existence and nature of the limit in R n. 
The nested compact sets/~ra of ~4 I) have a nonempty intersection, which we denote/~. As 
shown above, /~o C_ /~, and since K ° = O, we again have/~ ~ O (nonempty). For any point 
E/~ we have ~ E/~ra for all m = 0, 1,..., whence f(~) - ira _< fra, Vm, and thus, 
s -'° "- min f (x)  < f(~,) < ira + Fra --* i ° 
~ERo - -  - -  
(4s) 
since ern ~ 0, gra -* ~0 as m ---* ~ .  We obtain that f (~) = s -° for all £, E / f ,  which means that 
/~ C/~0. Due to the inclusion/~0 C /~ obtained in (b), we have/~ - /~0,  which proves (43) and 
means that the set /~- -  o o  - nra=oKra = liahn--.oo/~'ra is the entire set of all global minimizers in (~ 
having first k integer coordinates, and only of those global minimizers. 
REMARK 6.2. /n contrast with the integer cubic algorithm (Sections 4, 5) the mixed cubic 
algorithm presents an infinite iteration process. However, in the integer subspace Rk this process 
is finite since the first h coordinates of any grid point x~ remain unchanged, if not deleted, for 
all m > m*, where m* is given by (23), and only its last n - k coordinates vary in the continuous 
subspace t~ -k . 
REMARK 6.3. La contrast with the ordinary (continuous) cubic algorithm [1] where all Km 
are known, in the m/xed cubic algorithm the intermediate sets Kra are unknown for a/l m = 
0, 1 , . . .  , rn* - 1 and only for m = m °, m ° + 1 . . . .  they become known as determined by the algo- 
rithm with first k coordinates staying unchanged until deleted with the corresponding subcube. 
This fact can be exploited in developing efficient computer codes. 
REMARK 6.4. //'we take a Lip-function and consider it as an Ek-function imposing the integrality 
requirement on certain k coordinates, then for every fixed choice of those coordinates, the global 
minimum values ~0 satisfy the inequality: 
< <. . .  < < . .  < (49) 
where $o is determined by the continuous cubic algorithm [with Eo = L (see equation 38) as a 
Lipschitz constant] and ~o is determined by the integer cubic algorithm [with En -- E; see (3), 
(38)]. Of course, ~ (k fixed) vary also with the choice of k integer coordinates in the vector 
x 6R  ~. 
REMARK 6.5. The constant A in (I3), (28), (45) may vary for different ~ii , and this can be 
used for developing e/~c/ent computer codes of adaptive integer and mixed cubic algorithms; for 
comparison see [4, Ch. 5]. 
REMARK 6.6. It is instructive that the sets tim, m = O, 1, . . . ,  are all nonrobust, but regular, in 
the sense of [4, Ch. 7], yidding an indication of how to modify the cubic algorithm for solving 
global optimization problems over nonrobust sets. 
7. CONCLUSIONS 
The integer and mixed cubic algorithms are developed for full global optimization problems 
of integer and mixed type. New classes of Ek-functions are introduced that include discontinu- 
ous and unbounded functions to be minimized over the set K0 C C C R" corresponding to k 
integer variables, 1 _< k < n, of a given function f (z ) ,  x E R n. For such functions appropriate 
generalizations of the Lipschitz condition are considered that allow us to handle large classes of 
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non-Lipschitzian functions. For integer and mixed optimization problems, new types of partition 
and grid generators are used in the proposed cubic algorithms. 
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